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Existing Approaches for Monitoring Ice Shelves

MONITORING BASAL MELTING
ON ANTARCTIC ICE SHELVES
WITH ICE-PENETRATING RADAR
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Novel Roving Autonomous Radar Approach

Airborne Radar

Longer Wavelength ApRES Radar

Ground Based Radar
(i.e. ApRES)

Autonomous Rover

1m step (between measurements)

Are longer radio wavelengths and
autonomous platforms the next step in
helping to understand how melting takes
place under the ice?
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Spa�al

Repeat observations are required to measure
melt rates on ice sheets. Airborne radar can cover
large distances but are limited by flying
conditions and fuel. Static, ground-based radar
such as the ApRES* are limited to a single site
but can take measurements all year round.

WHAT IS BASAL MELTING?
Basal melting is the loss of ice from an ice shelf at its base.
It can be caused by the presence of warm ocean water and
warm fresh meltwater from the base of the glacier.
Ice Flow
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Research objective: Combine an HF (high-frequency) band
radar with an autonomous rover to take repeat
measurements over sections of ice shelves to study localised
melting processes with improved image resolution. To
achieve this, adapt the ApRES radar to operate at longer
wavelengths with new antennas, radar hardware and
processing techniques.

*Autonomous Phase-Sensitive Radio Echo Sounder

Iceberg Calving

1 WIRE-MESH DIPOLE ANTENNAS
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Polycarbonate support is inexpensive, collapsable and easily
assembled in a polar field environment.
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Custom matching network results in efficient transfer of power to
antenna between 90-97% over 20-40 MHz radar signal bandwidth.

WHY IS IT IMPORTANT?

Wire-mesh conducting arms are lightweight and can be rolled-up
for easier storage and transport. System weight is less than 50kg.

Through calving of icebergs and melting, glaciers can
cause global sea levels to rise. Local changes in the polar
regions are very likely to have far-reaching impacts in
coastal regions across the planet.

Wire-Mesh Dipole Antenna for HF ApRES

2 HF RADAR HARDWARE
Based upon existing and proven radar technology developed at
BAS and UCL with 7+ years of Antarctic deployments.
Redesigned radio frequency circuitry to optimise performance for
upper HF band (20-40 MHz) and implement on printed circuit
board for use in polar field environment.
Updated audio frequency filter to improve gain for power lost at
greater ice thicknesses.

Relative increase in 1-in-100 year extreme sea level event by 2050 with 2C of mean global
temperature rise [1].

HOW IS RADAR USED TO STUDY BASAL
MELTING?

HF ApRES Radar Board

HF ApRES Radar on Ekström Ice Shelf, January 2022

Ice penetrating radars uses the travel time of
electromagnetic waves to determine the thickness of
bodies of ice. Through repeat measurements at different
times, changes in ice thickness are used to infer melt rates.
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Measure: Travel Time (τ)

Infer: Ice Thickness (H)

WHY DEVELOP A NEW RADAR?
Horizontal resolution in radar images can be improved by
taking many consecutive measurements along a survey
line. The spacing between each measurement is
proportional to the radar wavelength. Longer
wavelengths mean fewer measurements can cover the
same distance, resulting in faster experiments.
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3 VALIDATION ON EKSTRÖM ICE SHELF

10x Wavelength (1x Frequency)
Internal layers of ice can result in local peaks but with
received power typically lower than of the ice shelf base.
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Local peak in received power
occurs at base of ice shelf.
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Antarctic field trials conducted on the Ekström Ice Shelf in
January 2022 demonstrated the capability of the HF radar system
to identify the basal ice-ocean boundary of an ice shelf over
800m in thickness, validating the novel antenna and radar
hardware designs.
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The cost of a longer wavelength system is increased
antenna size and reduced vertical resolution.
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WHAT IS THE TRADE-OFF?
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Work is ongoing to demonstrate the imaging
capability of the roving HF ApRES system, using data
collected autonomously along a distance equivalent to
the ice thickness.
Repeat measurements in the next field season will be
used to determine variation in basal melt rate.
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